
To: Parents of Rising Juniors  

From: Junior Language Arts Teachers  

 

Dear Parents,  

The Language Arts Department at Brookwood High School encourages all of its students to continue reading as 

part of our summer reading program. It is our goal to make reading a pleasurable activity and a learning 

experience.  

Reading provides many benefits besides the obvious increase in vocabulary skills and general knowledge. 

Therefore, as we prepare to instruct your son or daughter as a junior at Brookwood High School in the fall, we want 

to encourage each student to prepare for junior year by continuing to read over the summer.   

For rising juniors, we suggest one of the following titles be read during the summer:  

1. Clover by Dori Sanders (Collaborative College Prep) 

2. Deathwatch by Robb White (Collaborative CP / College Prep)  

3. The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros (Collaborative CP / College Prep) 

4. Ellen Foster by Kaye Gibbons (College Prep)  

5. Almost Perfect* by Brian Katcher (All levels – fiction)  

6. The Things They Carried** by Tim O’Brien (All levels – nonfiction style)  

7. Hiroshima by John Hersey (All levels – nonfiction) 

8. The Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan (All Levels) 

9. Alas, Babylon by Pat Frank (All Levels) 

10. Cold Sassy Tree by Olive Ann Burns (Honors/Gifted)  

11. Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison (Honors/Gifted) 

12. My Antonia by Willa Cather (Honors/Gifted)  

*This selection contains some mild sexual content and frank discussions about gender identity; read only 

if you and your parents are comfortable with such honest accounts.  

**This selection contains violent imagery and some coarse language about war and sex as O’Brien 

recounts the lives of Vietnam era American soldiers; read only if you and your parents are comfortable 

with such uncensored historical narratives. 

Students may choose to read anything this summer, as long as he/she keeps reading! If your student is looking 

for more great picks, we encourage you to check out the 2020-2021Georgia Peach Book Award Nominees. We 

appreciate your cooperation in stressing the value of reading in order to better your student’s opportunities for 

educational success; ultimately, we simply want students reading – subscribe to a magazine of their choice – 

have newspapers on hand – just encourage reading – reading of any sort! The internet is rife with reading 

material. 

As for the novels and works of nonfiction above, please see the back of this letter for more information about 

each reading choice. We are certain that you will find one of these choices engaging and rewarding. 

 

Sincerely, 

Eleventh Grade Language Arts Teachers  

 

 

https://gla.georgialibraries.org/2020-2021-georgia-peach-award-nominees-announced/


INFORMATION ABOUT THE SELECTIONS  

1. Clover by Dori Sanders – Clover, a black 10-year-old who is wise beyond her years, is devastated when her beloved father is killed in an 

automobile accident shortly after marrying Sara Kate, a white woman. With clear, simple vision, unencumbered by adult emotions and 

experiences, Clover learns to deal with death, dying, and racial relationships. Readers will appreciate the keen humor and the picture of 

Southern life related by a child through the customs, cooking, and culture. They will also get a sense of race relations in the 1980s. (From 

School Library Journal)  

2. Deathwatch by Robb White – An exciting novel of suspense, based on a fight to the finish between an honest and courageous young man and 

a cynical business tycoon who believes that anything can be had for a price. (Horn Book) An ALA Best of the Best Books for Young Adults, 

Edgar Allan Poe Mystery Writers Award, A New York Times Outstanding Book of the Year, New York Public Library--Books for the Teen Age.  

3. The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros – This pithy book contains a series of vignettes detailing the lives of Hispanic women in 

the 1950s. A series of vignettes, rather than a structured novel, House on Mango Street is Sandra Cisneros's semi-autobiographical account 

of growing up Chicana in a poor area of Chicago. Esperanza Cordero, at age eleven, has already discovered that being able to 

communicate in English is a key to worldly success, and she has begun recording stories of her neighborhood, friends, and everyday life, 

hoping one day to become a writer. (from amazon.com)  

4. Ellen Foster by Kaye Gibbons – Ellen Foster is an 11-year-old who has been dealt a rotten hand in life. Her early childhood is spent with a 

sickly mother and an alcoholic and abusive father. After her mother commits suicide (or is it murder?), Ellen goes to live alone with her father, 

doing the best she can to avoid being abused. When the courts finally take action, she is sent to live with her grandmother, a bitter and spiteful 

woman. Yet when her grandmother dies, Ellen manages to take charge of her own life. This beautifully written story, compelling in its innocence, 

is sweet, funny, and sad. (From Library Journal)  

5. Almost Perfect by Brian Kutcher – A small-town Missouri boy's world is rocked when he falls for the new girl at school, and she eventually 

confesses to a big secret. Logan's world is small, as is his mind at first, but throughout the book he grows to accept and love Sage for who she 

is. This remarkable book takes a hard look at the difficulties and pain experienced by young transgendered youth from an easily relatable 

perspective. (From Amazon.com)  

6. The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien –Tracing the tour of one American platoon this book is not just a tale of the Vietnam War, although 

it's considered one of the finest books ever about combat. This award-winning book is a brutal, sometimes funny, often profound narrative about 

the human heart—how it fares under pressure, and what it can endure. (From NEAbigread.org)  

7. Hiroshima by John Hersey – When the atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, few could have anticipated its potential for devastation. 

Pulitzer prize-winning author John Hersey recorded the stories of Hiroshima residents shortly after the explosion and, in 1946, Hiroshima was 

published, giving the world first-hand accounts from people who had survived it. The words of Miss Sasaki, Dr. Fujii, Mrs. Nakamara, Father 

Kleinsorg, Dr. Sasaki, and the Reverend Tanimoto gave a face to the statistics that saturated the media and solicited an overwhelming public 

response. Whether you believe the bomb made the difference in the war or that it should never have been dropped, "Hiroshima" is a must read 

for all of us who live in the shadow of armed conflict. (From Amazon.com)  

8. The Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan – In sixteen interwoven stories, Amy Tan's characters—four Chinese immigrant mothers and their 

American-raised daughters—struggle to connect despite the ghosts and secrets of the past. (From NEAbigread.org)  

9. Alas, Babylon by Pat Frank – The classic apocalyptic novel about nuclear holocaust that stunned the world – powerful and engaging sixty 

years since its publication date.  

10. Cold Sassy Tree by Olive Ann Burns – Cold Sassy Tree, a novel full of warm humor and honesty, is told by Willy Tweedy, a fourteen-year-old 

boy living in a small, turn-of-the-century Georgia town. Will's hero is his Grandpa Rucker, who runs the town's general store, carrying all the 

power and privilege thereof. When Grandpa Rucker suddenly marries his store's young milliner barely three weeks after his wife's death, the 

town is set on its ear. Will Tweedy matures as he watches his family's reaction and adjustment to the news. He is trapped in the awkward phase 

of rising to adult expectations - driving the first cars in town - while still orchestrating wild pranks and starting scandalous gossip through his 

childish bragging. (From 500 Great Books by Women)  

11. Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison – We rely, in this world, on the visual aspects of humanity as a means of learning who we are. This, Ralph 

Ellison argues convincingly, is a dangerous habit. A classic from the moment it first appeared in 1952, Invisible Man chronicles the travels of its 

narrator, a young, nameless black man, as he moves through the hellish levels of American intolerance and cultural blindness. Searching for a 

context in which to know himself, he exists in a very peculiar state. "I am an invisible man," he says in his prologue. (From Amazon.com)  

12. My Antonia by Willa Cather – Jim Burden's accounting of his life with, and without, Antonia Shimerda, listeners are transported to the 

hardscrabble Nebraska prairie and the rural immigrant experience. When Jim first sees the Shimerda family, immigrants from Bohemia, 

disembarking from the same train that is taking him West to live with his grandparents, he has no idea the impact they will have on his life. 

Nostalgically, he remembers the good and bad times they had on their respective farms and creates his portrait of Antonia, an independent 

and tough survivor. (From Library Journal)  


